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Commerce
The Workbook will encourage students to read closely, write with enthusiasm and get involved in the subject of English in a
challenging and meaningful way.

Finance 1
Authentic and up-to date information in every course, written and checked by industry insiders Clear and straightforward
structure, with each unit containing a menu of learning outcomes, and an end-of-unit checklist with 'Can do' tick boxes
Teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations Realworld profiles from genuine professionals in the 'It's my job' section offer authentic and engaging insights into the industry
Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology included in the top margin of unit pages Additional activities and
tests in the Teacher's Resource Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes The Teacher's Resource Book
provides specialist background to the industry for every unit, as well as industry tips to support non-expert teachers Project
work in the Student's Book, additional activities on the Student's Site, and a Key words list of essential vocabulary at the
end of every unit provide extra opportunities for revision
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Oxford English for Careers: Commerce 1: Student's Book
This new course provides students and teachers with current, meaningful, and practical activities along a thematic
approach to help students to develop skills, gain confidence and enjoy the study of English. Each book provides reading,
writing, listening and speaking activities that support the development of skills, knowledge, values and attitudes. The
contents link up with internationally relevant and topical issues, helping students relate the study of English to other subject
areas and understand the wider importance of their study, building their enthusiasm.

A Commerce of Knowledge
In this book Stone explores the reasons why high-achieving women with children interrupt their professional careers. This
qualitative study, using the life history interview, shows that women are not opting out, but are being shut out by inflexible
employers.

Tourism 1
Authentic and up-to date information in every course, written and checked by industry insiders Clear and straightforward
structure, with each unit containing a menu of learning outcomes, and an end-of-unit checklist with 'Can do' tick boxes
Teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations Realworld profiles from genuine professionals in the 'It's my job' section offer authentic and engaging insights into the industry
Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology included in the top margin of unit pages Additional activities and
tests in the Teacher's Resource Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes The Teacher's Resource Book
provides specialist background to the industry for every unit, as well as industry tips to support non-expert teachers Project
work in the Student's Book, additional activities on the Student's Site, and a Key words list of essential vocabulary at the
end of every unit provide extra opportunities for revision

Technology 2
Nursing 1
A new up-to-date course where students learn the English they need for a career in commerce, tourism, nursing, or
technology.Oxford English for Careers is a series which prepares pre-work students for starting their career. Everything in
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each Student's Book is vocation-specific, which means students get the language, information, and skills they need to help
them get a job in their chosen career. The complete series willcover Commerce, Tourism, Nursing, and Technology at PreIntermediate and Intermediate levels.

[English 365 ] ; Student's Book
Shoppers with Internet access and a bargain-hunting impulse can find a universe of products at their fingertips. In this
thought-provoking exposé, Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice Stucke invite us to take a harder look at today’s app-assisted paradise
of digital shopping. While consumers reap many benefits from online purchasing, the sophisticated algorithms and datacrunching that make browsing so convenient are also changing the nature of market competition, and not always for the
better. Computers colluding is one danger. Although long-standing laws prevent companies from fixing prices, data-driven
algorithms can now quickly monitor competitors’ prices and adjust their own prices accordingly. So what is seemingly
beneficial—increased price transparency—ironically can end up harming consumers. A second danger is behavioral
discrimination. Here, companies track and profile consumers to get them to buy goods at the highest price they are willing
to pay. The rise of super-platforms and their “frenemy” relationship with independent app developers raises a third danger.
By controlling key platforms (such as the operating system of smartphones), data-driven monopolies dictate the flow of
personal data and determine who gets to exploit potential buyers. Virtual Competition raises timely questions. To what
extent does the “invisible hand” still hold sway? In markets continually manipulated by bots and algorithms, is competitive
pricing an illusion? Can our current laws protect consumers? The changing market reality is already shifting power into the
hands of the few. Ezrachi and Stucke explore the resulting risks to competition, our democratic ideals, and our economic
and overall well-being.

Oxford English for Information Technology
Authentic and up-to date information in every course, written and checked by industry insiders Clear and straightforward
structure, with each unit containing a menu of learning outcomes, and an end-of-unit checklist with 'Can do' tick boxes
Teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations Realworld profiles from genuine professionals in the 'It's my job' section offer authentic and engaginginsights into the industry
Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology included in the top margin of unit pages Additional activities and
tests in the Teacher's Resource Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes The Teacher's Resource Book
provides specialist background tothe industry for every unit, as well as industry tips to support non-expert teachers Project
work in the Student's Book, additional activities on the Student's Site, and a Key words list of essential vocabulary at the
end of every unit provide extra opportunities for revision
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Oxford English: An International Approach Students'
This dictionary contains an up-to-date wordlist of over 40,000 headwords and derivatives along with related phrases. Like
our other Bilingual Dictionaries, this has been specially compiled for learners of English, students, professionals and general
readers. * Provides easy-to-understand pronunciations for difficult words.* Contains detailed grammatical information,
especially on irregular nouns, verbs, and adjectives.* Gives clear and precise meanings as well as synonyms in English and
Odia, with a wide coverage of patterns of practical usage.* Provides variant spellings.* Includes useful appendices on
irregular verbs, numbers, metric measures, Roman numerals, SI units, chemical elements and family relationships.* The
Odia translation is simple and reflects the current usage of the language.

Oxford English for Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
Oxford English for Careers: Technology 2: Student's Book
The Oxford English for Careers series is ideal for pre-work students, who will need to use English in work situations.Each
book teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work
situations.The series supports teachers in vocational teaching situations, providing

Medicine
A new, up-to-date course where students learn what they need to know for a career in commerce, tourism, nursing, or
technology.

Commerce 1
Authentic and up-to date information in every course, written and checked by industry insiders Clear and straightforward
structure, with each unit containing a menu of learning outcomes, and an end-of-unit checklist with 'Can do' tick boxes
Teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations Realworld profiles from genuine professionals in the 'It's my job' section offer authentic and engaging insights into the industry
Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology included in the top margin of unit pages Additional activities and
tests in the Teacher's Resource Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes The Teacher's Resource Book
provides specialist background to the industry for every unit, as well as industry tips to support non-expert teachers Project
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work in the Student's Book, additional activities on the Student's Site, and a Key words list of essential vocabulary at the
end of every unit provide extra opportunities for revision

English for Marketing and Advertising
Oxford English for Careers: Engineering 1: Student's Book
A new, up-to-date course where students learn the English they need for a career in commerce, tourism, nursing, medicine,
or technology. Oxford English for Careers is a series which prepares pre-work students for starting their career. Everything
in each Student Book is vocation specific,which means students get the language, information, and skills they need to help
them get a job in their chosen career.

Oxford English: An International Approach: Workbook 2
Oxford English for careers is a new, up-to-date course where you learn what you need to know for a career in commerce.

English for Accounting
Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory business courses. The book provides detailed
explanations in the context of core themes such as customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business, and
managing change. Introduction to Business includes hundreds of current business examples from a range of industries and
geographic locations, which feature a variety of individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and
application of business concepts, with attention to the knowledge and skills necessary for student success in this course
and beyond.

Oxford English Grammar Course: Basic: with Answers CD-ROM Pack
Authentic and up-to date information in every course, written and checked by industry insiders Clear and straightforward
structure, with each unit containing a menu of learning outcomes, and an end-of-unit checklist with 'Can do' tick boxes
Teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations Realworld profiles from genuine professionals in the 'It's my job' section offer authentic and engaging insights into the industry
Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology included in the top margin of unit pages Additional activities and
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tests in the Teacher's Resource Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes The Teacher's Resource Book
provides specialist background to the industry for every unit, as well as industry tips to support non-expert teachers Project
work in the Student's Book, additional activities on the Student's Site, and a Key words list of essential vocabulary at the
end of every unit provide extra opportunities for revision

Oxford English for Careers Technology for Engineering and Applied Sciences: Student Book
Oxford English for Careers is a new, up-to-date course where your students learn what they need to know For a career in
technology. TECHNOLOGY1 Teacher s Resource Book helps you to teach technology - so you can prepare your students to
work in technology. Background introductions give you the specialist knowledge you need to teach the unit with confidence.
An integrated key gives you quick access to the answers. Handy tips give you easy-to-understand explanations and advice.
Additional activities help you cope with the demands of mixedability groups. Unit-by-unit grammar tests and
communication activities help you provide your students with extra practice and support. Online resources including
Listening scripts, Glossary, and further help on how to teach technology: www.oup.com/elt/teacher/oefc.

Commerce
A new, up-to-date course where students learn the English they need for a career in commerce, tourism, nursing, medicine,
or technology. Oxford English for Careers is a series which prepares pre-work students for starting their career. Everything
in each Student Book is vocation specific, which means students get the language, information, and skills they need to help
them get a job in their chosen career.

Oxford English for Careers: Nursing 2: Student's Book
OXFORD ENGLISH FOR CAREERS COMMERCE. 2(CD)
Virtual Competition
Helps students to combine their knowledge of English with their technical knowledge. Develops all four skills through varied
activities, with special emphasis on vocabulary acquisition and grammatical accuracy. Up-to-date technical content.
Authentic reading and listening passages covering a wide range of topics, e.g. the use of virtual reality in industry, personal
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computing, viruses and security, information systems, and multimedia. Letter-writing section offering a complete guideto
writing simple, work-related letters. Comprehensive glossary of technical terms which forms a useful mini-dictionary of
computing terminology. Separate Answer Book with a key to all exercises, the tapescripts, and useful unit-by-unit teaching
notes. Designed for easy use by the non-specialistteacher.

Commerce
A Commerce of Knowledge tells the story of three generations of Church of England chaplains who served the English
Levant Company in Syria during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Reconstructing the careers of its protagonists in
the cosmopolitan city of Ottoman Aleppo, Simon Millsinvestigates the links between English commercial and diplomatic
expansion, and English scholarly and missionary interests: the study of Middle-Eastern languages; the exploration of biblical
and Greco-Roman antiquities; and the early dissemination of Protestant literature in Arabic. Early modernOrientalism is
usually conceived as an episode in the history of scholarship. By shifting the focus to Aleppo, A Commerce of Knowledge
brings to light the connections between the seemingly separate worlds, tracing the emergence of new kinds of philological
and archaeological enquiry in England backto a series of real-world encounters between the chaplains and the scribes,
booksellers, priests, rabbis, and sheikhs they encountered in the Ottoman Empire.Setting the careers of its protagonists
against a background of broader developments across Protestant and Catholic Europe, Mills shows how the
institutionalization of English scholarship, and the later English attempt to influence the Eastern Christian churches, were
bound up with the internationalstruggle to establish a commercial foothold in the Levant. He argues that these connections
would endure until the shift of British commercial and imperial interests to the Indian subcontinent in the second half of the
eighteenth century fostered new currents of intellectual life at home.

Oil and Gas, Level 2
A pre-intermediate course for students studying for a career in the oil and gas industries, who will need English to
communicate at work.A new, up-to-date course where students learn the English they need for a career in commerce,
tourism, nursing, medicine, or technology. Oxford English for Careers is a series which prepares pre-work students for
starting their career. Everything in each Student Book is vocation specific, whichmeans students get the language,
information, and skills they need to help them get a job in their chosen career.

English-English-Odia Dictionary
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Oxford English for Careers: Tourism 3: Student's Book
Authentic and up-to date information in every course, written and checked by industry insiders Clear and straightforward
structure, with each unit containing a menu of learning outcomes, and an end-of-unit checklist with 'Can do' tick boxes
Teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations Realworld profiles from genuine professionals in the 'It's my job' section offer authentic and engaging insights into the industry
Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology included in the top margin of unit pages Additional activities and
tests in the Teacher's Resource Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes The Teacher's Resource Book
provides specialist background to the industry for every unit, as well as industry tips to support non-expert teachers Project
work in the Student's Book, additional activities on the Student's website, and a Key words list of essential vocabulary at the
end of every unit provide extra opportunities for revision

Oxford English for Careers: Nursing 2: Student's Book
A new, up-to-date course where students learn what they need to know for a career in commerce, tourism, nursing, or
technology.

Tourism
An expanding series of short, specialist English courses for different professions, work skills, and industries.

Nelson Spelling
Authentic and up-to date information in every course, written and checked by industry insiders Clear and straightforward
structure, with each unit containing a menu of learning outcomes, and an end-of-unit checklist with 'Can do' tick boxes
Teaches English in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations Realworld profiles from genuine professionals in the 'It's my job' section offer authentic and engaginginsights into the industry
Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology included in the top margin of unit pages Additional activities and
tests in the Teacher's Resource Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes The Teacher's Resource Book
provides specialist background tothe industry for every unit, as well as industry tips to support non-expert teachers Project
work in the Student's Book, additional activities on the Student's Site, and a Key words list of essential vocabulary at the
end of every unit provide extra opportunities for revision
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Oxford English for Computing
The course aims to encourage the development of English and technical skills in the Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
fields.

Cambridge Young Learners English Tests. Movers 3
Support strong assessment potential with this comprehensive Cambridge A Level Business title. It was written to match the
latest syllabus for first examination in 2016 (9609). Up-to-date and international case studies will support understanding of
current business practice, preparing students for assessment and their future careers. Specifically designed to give
students confidence in their studies, and in preparation for their examination, it covers all the key concepts in the latest
syllabus. In addition, you will receive online access to interactive activities to reinforce understanding and prepare students
for exams.

Business for Cambridge International AS & A Level
A new, up-to-date course where students learn what they need to know for a career in commerce, tourism, nursing, or
technology.

Remembering Leningrad
Englishwoman Mary McAuley first arrived in Leningrad in the early 1960s, eager to study labor relations for her thesis.
Staying at a hostel, she met a number of Soviet students, many born under the rule of Joseph Stalin. Over the half-century
that followed, McAuley traced their varying paths and the changing face of the former imperial capital. Remembering
Leningrad captures the story of a beautiful city and lifelong friendships. We follow McAuley as she walks through the streets
downtown and examines politics in the 1960s, describes the hazards of furnishing an apartment in the 1990s, and learns
about the challenges her friends have faced during these turbulent years. By weaving history and anecdotes to create a
picture of Russia's cultural center, McAuley underscores the impact of time and place on the Russian intelligentsia who lived
through the transition from Soviet to post-Soviet life. The result is a remarkable group portrait of a generation.

Introduction to Business
A serious-minded but easy-to-use course for IT students.
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Technology 1
Oxford English for careers is a new, up-to-date course where you learn what you need to know for a career in commerce.

Opting Out?
English for Negotiating
A new, up-to-date course where students learn what they need to know for a career in commerce, tourism, nursing, or
technology.

Career Paths - Business English
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